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Vitamin A Status Minds Gut
Mucosal Immunity
In this comprehensive review, the authors demonstrate the
remarkable bi-directional means by which vitamin A, in its bioactive
retinoic acid (RA) form, provides essential developmental support for
immune cells and lymphoid tissues while simultaneously promoting
immune tolerance over sustained activation. The researchers are
careful to note that vitamin A deficiency can lead to the opposite
effects as result of the loss of its vital messaging throughout the
body.
...

At every stage of human development and maturation, vitamin A profoundly impacts the
formation and training of both tissue-resident and humoral immune cells. Vitamin A insufficiency
occurs on a global scale, and even in developed nations, poor eating habits can reduce intakes
of vitamin A and its precursors while inflammatory, atopic, and infectious conditions heighten the
body’s need for them.

Recent research clarifies that vitamin A is not just an immune activator, inhibitor, or adjuvant. On
the contrary, vitamin A metabolites engage in constant interaction with other immune factors and
cytokines—especially in the gut—to help customize an ideal immune response and then
facilitate immune tolerance.

This review details clinical and pre-clinical evidence of how the vitamin A metabolite retinoic acid
(RA) cooperates with local immune responses, and even more importantly, helps coordinate
these efforts with intestinal immunosurveillance in order to optimize the whole-body response to
immune challenges. They describe mechanisms linking immunity at crucial epithelial borders
(such as the skin, gut, and respiratory surfaces) with other humoral and cellular immune actions
as well as the formation of immune memory and tolerance.
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“Retinoic acid can act on different cells of both the innate and adaptive
immune systems, exerting local action at mucosal sites, mainly in the
intestinal mucosa, and systemic action. Retinoic acid plays a key role in the
maintenance of immune homeostasis during inflammatory responses.”

Review Findings

The authors note that the actions of the vitamin A metabolite retinoic acid (RA) are highly
responsive to the body’s ever-changing immune landscape, and may have different effects in
combination with endotoxins, bacterial components and products, and cytokines, while
consistently favoring intestinal immune tolerance.

The following findings illustrate many immune-regulating effects of vitamin A and RA:
● Vitamin A deficiency impairs the vaccination response, and increases mortality and

morbidity from infectious diseases
● During infection, RA is essential for immunoglobulin A (IgA) production by B cells and

aids maturation and training of regulatory and effector T-helper cell types
● Certain tissue-residing immune cells target vitamin A’s actions by forming a variety of

sub-specialized metabolites in ideal amounts in locations with specific needs
● Gut immune tolerance is maintained partly through antigen-presenting cells that can

form RA and transmit their tolerogenic news to T and B cells—which then carry the
message further in the body

● Likewise, other resident immune cells in the skin, lungs, and lymph nodes are able to
imprint circulating immune cells with the duty to deliver a tolerogenic message to the
gut—thus completing this crucial communications circuit

● RA has some capacity to alter the production and programming of a variety of immune
cell types, to help either dampen or heighten an immune/inflammatory response

● When RA sharpens immunity, it often also promotes homeostasis by encouraging
production of immunomodulating IL-10 while limiting production and genetic expression
of pro-inflammatory factors

● Inflammatory prostaglandins like PGE2 can perpetuate inflammation by inhibiting RA
formation—and vitamin A deficiency facilitates inflammation in the same manner

● In the presence of inflammatory cytokines, RA increases M2-polarization of
macrophages to help usher in the resolution of inflammation

● In lymphoid cells of the skin, gut, and airways, RA enables a strong immune response
while simultaneously limiting the degree of defensive inflammation produced

● RA heightens natural killer (NK) cell activation but controls their circulating numbers,
effectively regulating these powerful cytotoxic cells

● RA hastens B cell maturation and aids their specialization and synthesis of IgG and IgM,
yet limits the numbers of B cell progenitors in the bone marrow

● RA is essential for T-helper 1 (Th1) cell maintenance and Th17 cell formation, yet limits
Th1 differentiation while promoting Th2 differentiation and controlling Th17
activation—promoting overall balance among these crucial T-cell subsets
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CONCLUSION

Vitamin A as RA shows a broad capacity for favoring immune tolerance while
facilitating an effective acute immune response. These actions are particularly
efficient as the result of vitamin A’s targeting of gut-related immune cells and
lymphoid tissues. However, nutritional sufficiency of vitamin A and its
precursors at all stages of life is necessary for this healthful range of
immunomodulation. Vitamin A insufficiency results in the opposite, enabling
chronic immune dysregulation and inflammation to occur.
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